Safeguarding Solutions
Procedures websites

Save time and resources with this custom-built, user-friendly platform for your
Safeguarding Procedures. Built exclusively for Safeguarding Boards, the template has
proven popular with users for its innovative design and functionality, allowing for simple,
straight-forward navigation. We provide in-depth training to enable you to update the site
as-and-when required.
Benefits
Easily-accessible, intuitive site layout
and structure

Website and social media integration

Flexibility for immediate updates

Innovative ‘Quick Guide’ for simplistic
navigation and overview

Extensive reporting

Intelligent alerting system
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Key Features
Flexible updates
All Procedures can be updated or re-worded at any time;
an audited trail tracks any edits, allowing site visitors
to see what changes have been made and when and
admin users to see who made them. We provide detailed
training to enable you to make these edits as-and-when
required without having to wait on any third party.
Detailed reporting
We can provide extensive analytics reports on
all Procedures websites to allow for analysis and
future planning. All reports can be tailored to your
organisation’s specific requirements.

Automated alerting system
We offer the option of sending out automated alerts
featuring all updates to client databases every six
months in line with the national updates.
Integration to websites
All procedures can be integrated with your website and
social media channels, where certain web pages are
linked to relevant procedures.

We’re delighted with the procedures solution – we felt restricted by our previous site and
couldn’t offer the wealth of information we knew we had about what the Board does, for
either professionals or families. Phew’s digital solution means any Safeguarding Board
can operate a contemporary, easy-to-use website, which we can be updated as required,
and will better enable us to engage with our audiences.

Marion Rajan, East Sussex LSCB Board Manager
...multi-agency safeguarding procedures are fit for purpose and responsive to lessons
learned from case reviews. Policies and procedures are clear, concise, and readily
accessible on the Board website. The website highlights key changes and clear datestamping enables practitioners to quickly identify amendments to procedures.

Ofsted – feedback on West Sussex Local Safeguarding Children Board

Start the discussion today
Give us a call on 01234 779 050 to find out how we can help you maximise your Board’s potential.
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